Rose Without a Thorn
(Duple Minor, AAB)
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Music: Helas, Madame
Henry VIII

A1
1-4: With the men facing up and the women facing down, join right hands and go up a double and back. The women back up initially.
5: All turn by the right hand one quarter to form a long line up and down the hall.
6-8: All turn corner by the left hand three quarters. Women turn their corner below. Men turn the one above.

A2
1-4: With the men facing down and the women facing up, join left hands with corner and go up a double and back. The men back up initially.
5: All turn corner by the left hand one quarter to form a long line up and down the hall.
6-8: All turn partner by the right hand three quarters to end in original place.

B
1-4: All circle left once around.
5-8: Men and women fall back a double and come forward.
9-10: All honor partner.
11-12: First man and second woman cast down and up respectively while first woman and second man lead down and up respectively, passing right shoulders. The men should end facing up and the women facing down for the next round of the dance.